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Charles Bierbauer, dean of the College of Mass 
Communications and Information Studies, took a step 
into what will open as the school’s new building in fall 
2015.
“Every time I come in here it’s a little different,” 
Bierbauer said.
When construction started on the Health Sciences 
Building, which previously housed the Arnold School 
of Public Health, in January 2014, the entire building 
was gutted and taken down to bare walls and support 
beams. Bierbauer recalled seeing how everything in the 
building — windows and stairwells included — was 
gone.
“It’s been an interesting process,” he said. “We spent 
two months taking things out, which got really messy. 
And then, bit by bit, we started putting in walls and 
elements.”
This sight was something he had been patiently 
waiting to see, however. When asked how long this 
project has been in the works, Bierbauer said it “depends 
on when you start counting.”
Bierbauer came to USC and assumed the position 
of dean in 2002 under the premise that there would 
be a new building for the School of Journalism and 
Mass Communication. Before that, several of his 
predecessors had worked with the university on coming 
up with a plan for this vision.
In 2007, it became clear that the School of Journalism 
and Mass Communication would move into what was 
then the home of the Arnold School of Public Health 
once renovations on LeConte were completed.
In the meantime, the university worked on a plan for 
historical preservation and the School of Public Health 
prepared to move out.
“All of that [historical preservation] preceded the fi rst 
First look 
at new 
journalism 
school 
Natalie Pita
@NATALIEPITA
Hannah Cleaveland / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
The new journalism school will open in fall 2015 in the old School of Public Health building.
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BP A mer ica recent ly donated 
$25,000 to Cocky’s Reading Express, 
t he  l iterac y  out reach prog ra m 
organized at USC. Travel ing to 
elementary schools across the state, 
student volunteers from USC promote 
literacy and a love of books and reading 
through the program.
“ We a re  so  t ha n k f u l  for  t he 
contributions from BP that will help 
us as we celebrate our 10th anniversary 
on the road to providing 100,000 
books to South Carolina children,” 
said Kim Jeffcoat, executive director 
of the South Carolina Center for 
Children’s Books and Literacy, home 
to Cocky’s Reading Express.
The donat ions f rom BP have 
been used to cover various expenses, 
including the purchase of books, 
supplies and the bus Cocky’s Reading 
Express uses to travel to schools 
around the state.
L a r r y  T ho m a s ,  BP  G e ner a l 
Manager of Government and Public 
Affairs, believes the program is a great 
way to engage BP employees in a 
meaningful community program.
“BP started its relationship with 
Cocky’s Reading Express a number of 
years ago, and we’ve been pleased with 
our involvement,” he said. “We were 
approached by the university to be a 
sponsor of the reading program, and 
were thrilled with the idea of helping 
kids develop a love for reading.”
Cocky’s Reading Express, which 
is celebrating its tenth anniversary 
this year, has provided nearly 77,000 
books to students in over 46 counties 
in South Carolina and is on track to 
pass out its 100,000th book this year.
“It is a great program that allows 
our employees the opportunity to 
assist in helping kids understand the 
value of books and reading,” Thomas 
said. “Our investment also helps 
defray program costs and allow the 
program a statewide reach, which is 
very important.”
Thomas hopes to see the donation 
m ade  b y  BP  e nc ou r a g e  o t he r 
corporations to involve themselves 
with the program’s efforts.
CP to bring music series, movie festival
Lauren Shirley
@SURELYLAUREN
Natalie Pita
@NATALIEPITA
The most expensive event Carolina Productions 
is bringing to campus this semester is the annual 
Campus MovieFest , in which students are 
provided with all of the equipment to produce a 
movie in one week. At the end of the week, the 
movies are shown in the Russell House Theater.
Rachel Scola, Carolina Productions president, 
said that the event is a must-have despite the 
$15,500 price tag because it is “really unique.” She 
also said the event appeals to all types of students.
The main upcoming attract ion for music 
lovers on campus is the four-part music series, 
a completely new event on campus. The concert 
series will take place several times in April, two 
during lunch hours and two during dinner hours.
Judah & the Lion will kick off the series for 
$4,400, and Scola imagines students sitting out on 
the patio and enjoying the live music.
“I like the opportunity of having four different 
times to go and see and experience it. You can eat 
your lunch and listen,” Scola said. “It’s kind of like 
multi-tasking in a way, you don’t have to go and 
give your entire night to that event.”
A nother unique event is the Improv ised 
Shakespeare Co. For $6,500, they will improvise 
in Shakespearian language.
The fi rst speaker, which Scola called a “good 
way to kick off the semester,” is Scott Dikkers, 
who helped found The Onion. He wil l be 
speaking about his experiences for $8,500.
Another Carolina Productions featured speaker 
is Pete Davidson. He is the youngest cast member 
of Saturday Night Live, and recently turned 21. 
Carolina Productions will be paying him $10,000 
to come.
If you’re hoping for more traditional events, 
you won’t be disappointed. Dueling DJs will be 
coming for $4,500, and Matthew Broussard will 
be hosting the Comedy Competition for $2,100.
Carolina Productions will also be partnering 
for Birdcage and Carolina Be-You-tiful again.
BP donates to Cocky’s Reading Express
Campus Movie 
Fest
Pete Davidson
Scott Dikkers
Sonya Renee 
Taylor
Alyssa Edwards
Dueling DJs
Judah & the Lion
Comedy 
Competition
Improvised 
Shakespeare Co
$6,500
$2,100
$4,400
$4,500
$2,750
$3,000
$8,500
$10,000
$15,500
CP budget spring 2015
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“[This] calendar 
left many students 
asking the 
question: ‘Is that 
it?’”
Congress 
budgeting 
likely corrupt 
While most of us were busy getting ready to 
leave for winter break (or were already on our 
respective ways home) Congress was busy drafting 
last-minute legislation to fund the government 
for another nine months. The problem with 
this, as with many things in Washington, was 
that many members of Congress could not agree 
on what to buy with the taxpayers’ hard-earned 
money. The issues were so divisive that, none of 
the proposed budgets could get the majority they 
needed to pass.
With the clock running out, leadership 
in Congress faced a dilemma. None of their 
proposed agreements would garner enough 
votes. Even attempts to reach across the aisle and 
compromise on a few points here and there didn’t 
get enough Democratic support to pass it with 
a bipartisan coalition. With the national purse 
in hand, Congress was standing at the register 
unable to decide on what to buy.
The solution that was ultimately reached was 
actually pretty obvious: since we have the money 
out anyway, why not just buy the votes we need 
to get this bill passed? While I doubt any cash 
actually changed hands in the hallways and 
elevators of Congress, but bribes most certainly 
occurred. They were paid for by taxpayers in the 
form of pork.
Pork like the $16.7 million for the “East-West 
Center for Technical and Cultural Interchange 
between East and West in the State of Hawaii.” 
Why on earth is a cultural research program for 
Hawaiian students so important that taxpayers 
from all across the country should fund it? 
The only reason that I can think of is that the 
Congressional leadership needed votes to pass 
the bill and knew that a certain congressmen 
would certainly like the bill better if it would 
mean he or she could get a bunch of pork for 
their district.
My guess is that the congressman they had 
in mind was Senator Brian Schatz, who was the 
only one from his entire state that voted for the 
bill. Schatz says on his website that, “one of my 
top priorities as a United States Senator has been 
to ensure that the [East-West] Center receives 
funding.”
$16.7 million in a $1.1 trillion dollar spending 
bill is a drop in the bucket, but this is just one 
example of how Congressional leadership bought 
votes for this bill using taxpayer money. The 
bill overall has more pork than a barbecue 
festival and as such has received the nickname 
“Cromnipork.”
This isn’t “House of Cards,” it’s real life. We 
should expect more from our elected officials 
than to buy and sell votes from one another 
using our money. Unfortunately I expect they 
will continue to get away with it unless we as a 
populace become more politically informed and 
hold them accountable.
It is impossible to forget the 
uncensored v ideo of a French 
policeman being murdered on a 
Paris sidewalk.
In the face of the Charlie Hebdo 
attacks, it is now undeniably clear 
that the theme of 2015 must be 
religious murder in the modern 
world. It is the inescapable subject 
for a number of reasons, the 
foremost of which is the images 
that have defi ned it, which, in this 
case, is the murder of 42-year-old 
Ahmed Merabet.
Like the French Holocaust 
documentary “Shoah,” it is both a 
nauseating and necessary viewing. 
As adults, it is important to turn 
vague ideas of free speech, terrorism 
and murder into something visible, 
if not tangible.
Keeping the limitations of film 
in mind (what the video appears 
to show but doesn’t), one can only 
understand what the world is 
dealing with when one clicks play.
See the gunman snaking around 
parked cars, approaching the 
wounded and surrendering man on 
the sidewalk. See the Kalashnikov 
rif le performing the service for 
which it was created. See the two 
men jogging back to their vehicle 
as if they were simply late for work.
To witness this is to understand 
that the worst part about these 
attacks is that they are casual. 
Killing requires little more thought 
or motivation than is given to them 
by faith. To become a murderer, all 
one needs is a good enough reason.
And the reason-giver in this case 
is the oldest, most sick and most 
obvious source of violence in the 
world: religion.
Rel ig ion, l ike a l l pr imit ive 
human systems, is inherent ly 
violent and will continue to exercise 
that violence until they catch up 
with progressive moral standards. 
Over t ime, religions catch up 
with morality. They become less 
an absolute source of truth than 
a mushy platitudinous paste that 
colors and not commands the way 
people live their lives.
Religions learn to live with each 
other, presenting a smiling face 
while feeling, deep in their hearts, 
that they are the sole possessor of 
the truth. The self-righteousness 
and self-pity of all religion is 
hidden by a facade of an almost-
humanism. Tolerance, a grudging 
and mistrustful word, is triumphed 
in inter-faith communities as the 
next-best alternative to taking out 
the knives.
For instance,  t he Cat hol ic 
church will never be strong enough 
to launch a land war. No one in 
this age will be initiated into the 
mysteries of the auto-da-fé. As a 
result, it became weak, splintered 
a n d  f o r m e d  t h e  C h r i s t i a n 
archipelago we know today.
Islam is relatively new in the 
fi eld of world religion, and it’s the 
only one that still feels that it has 
to prove, through violence, that 
it’s the correct one. It has, once 
again, shown a side of itself that is 
incompatible with the world.
T he  f ac t  t h at  t he  Heb do 
murderers are followers of Islam 
apparently wasn’t made clear by the 
video. Newspapers across the world 
have wasted valuable print space 
trying to separate the “Islam” from 
the “murder.” The murderers are 
relegated as “un-Islamic” instead 
of being recognized as a product of 
different teachings of Islam.
There’s no reason to jump on 
a “no true Scotsman” k ind of 
argument when the case is much 
more simple: both moderate and 
extreme forms of Islam stem from 
the same place. They are different 
interpretations of the same doctrine. 
One can only distance oneself so far 
from the people who believe in the 
same God and prophet.
There’s no question that, on the 
whole, very few religious people 
are violent, and that more docile, 
socially acceptable versions of 
faith tend to live longer. Like the 
way dogs evolved in such a way to 
placate humanity and therefore live 
longer, the religions that conform 
to modern values are more likely 
to be accepted and adopted by 
successive generations.
In the end, the evolutionary 
imperative towards humanism is 
the reason we don’t have to worry 
about religious extremists. That 
which does not evolve ever closer to 
the dominant moral values becomes 
unnecessary. The more terrorists 
struggle to reassert themselves and 
their society through violence, the 
more they are hated and the more 
resources are allocated to stamp 
them out.
The Carol ina Product ions 
calendars were released today and 
there were some big differences 
between this semester and the last. 
This semester features a much more 
modern design and took away the 
“coming soon” section, but this may 
be because there doesn’t seem to be 
much to look forward to.
The spring semester, that in the 
past has showcased names like Andy 
Grammer, R.J. Mitte and Craig 
Robinson now features a winner 
from Ru Paul’s Drag Race, one of 
the founders of The Onion and 
the newest member of the Saturday 
Night Live cast. 
W h i le  t he s e  v i s i t o r s  a r e 
compelling to a few niche groups, 
this calendar left many students 
asking the question: “Is that it?”
That’s it. The spring concert, a 
traditional CP event has now been 
replaced with four “Meal Time 
Music Series” that will take place on 
the Russell House Patio four times 
this semester. The performers have 
not been announced. 
We’re lef t f inding the most 
impressive thing about the calendar 
to be the graphic design.
T he  e vent  t h at  C P sp ent 
the most of its funds on was the 
Campus Moviefest, a student fi lm 
competition. 
Where’s the punch? Where’s 
the headliner? Where’s the big 
production? CP representatives cite 
that certain plans could not come to 
fruition due to unresponsive agents 
and such, but they are still trying to 
add to this semesters lineup.
We’re grateful for the work that 
CP does, and we have been very 
impressed with their work in the 
past. They’ve brought performers 
like Seth Meyers and Corey Smith 
previously, but are not living up to 
themselves this semester.
Since every student pays for CP’s 
budget, we do feel like we should 
be able to count on them to book 
activities that appeal to a wide range 
of demographics.
We hope this calendar isn’t all 
that CP has to offer this semester 
and that they are in ta lks to 
br ing that headl iner to USC 
this spring. Until then, CP says 
they are always open to student 
suggestions, so students should feel 
free to voice what they feel would 
be a worthwhile endeavor for the 
organization.
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ISSUE 
This semester’s calendar 
leaves a lot to be desired.
OUR STANCE 
CP has to live up to its 
former successes.
CP spring line-up lacking  
Extremism undoes itself
Ben 
Crawford
Second-year 
English and 
Russian student
WHAT’S YOUR TAKE? 
Want to see your opinions voiced in 
The Daily Gamecock? Send guest 
columns and letters to the editor to 
viewpoints@dailygamecock.com.
Keep submissions between 300 to 
600 words. Submissions are edited 
for clarity, grammar, and style.
Ross
Abbott
Third-year 
business student
“I doubt any 
cash actually 
changed hands 
in the hallways 
and elevators 
of Congress, 
but bribes most 
certainly occurred.”
PHD • JORGE CHAM
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EMPLOYMENT
The Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is looking for 
enthusiastic, dedicated 
undergraduate students to 
assist with recruitment this 
year by calling prospective 
students, admitted students 
and their parents. Applicants 
should possess strong 
communication skills, 
enthusiasm for USC, good 
work ethic, professionalism, 
and basic computer and 
telephone skills.  Students are 
required to work a minimum of 
two nights per week during the 
hours of 5:00pm to 9:00pm 
Monday through Thursday 
throughout the school year, 
except on University holidays.  
Telecounseling pays $7.50/
hr, and training begins on 
Tuesday, February 3rd. 
Applications are available in 
the Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions located on the 
Horseshoe in Lieber College 
starting Monday, January 12, 
2015. Application deadline: 
Wednesday, January 21st at 
5:00pm. For more information, 
please call Alexandra Scovel 
at 803-777-9106. 
EMPLOYMENT
Why USC? 
Gamecock Connection 
Positions Available 
Tell us why you love USC! 
The Office of Undergraduate 
Admissions is looking for 
enthusiastic, dedicated 
students to assist with 
recruiting prospective students 
at Admissions special events. 
In this role you can share your 
love for USC with prospective 
students, admitted 
students and their parents. 
Applicants should possess 
strong communication 
skills, enthusiasm for USC, 
good work ethic, and 
professionalism. We are 
looking for volunteers to assist 
with Admissions events this 
spring, and there will be a 
mandatory training meeting for 
new members. Applications 
are available in the Office of 
Undergraduate Admissions 
located on the Horseshoe in 
Lieber College.  Application 
deadline: Monday, February 
2nd at 5:00 pm. For more 
information, please call 
Alexandra Scovel at 803-777-
9106.  
EMPLOYMENT
Experienced Personal 
Trainers needed
Pt and Ft hours available.  
Gym is 1 mile from campus. 
Contact Anne Marie for details 
803.799.9455.
Email mfulmer44@aol.com
GAIN VALUABLE MEDICAL 
EXPERIENCE
Well Established, Fast paced 
Downtown Columbia Medical 
practice is interviewing for 
candidates graduating in 
May and planning to attend 
medical school.  Gain valuable 
clinical experience while 
applying to medical school.  
The ideal candidate will have a 
3.6 and higher GPA, graduate 
in May 2015, superior work 
ethic and high energy.  On the 
job training while being paid. 
This job is full time.  One year 
commitment required.
Email resume to:  guy@
physicianservicessc.com
Email guy@
physicianservicessc.com
TRAVEL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189 for 5 Days. All prices 
include: Round-trip luxury 
party cruise. Accommodations 
on the island at your choice 
of thirteen resorts. Appalachia 
Travel. www.BahamaSun.com 
800-867-5018
ACROSS
1 Allow in
6 Behind the times
11 Keg insert
14 Nasty
15 Idol whose fans
are called
Claymates
16 Acapulco article
17 Traditional
Christmas
dessert
19 ER personnel
20 Swings about
21 Crunchy snack
23 LeBron James,
e.g.
26 Ruler in old St.
Petersburg
27 __ Diamond
30 Sweet spread
32 More than
vexation
33 Red Army leader
Trotsky
34 Run-of-the-mill
35 Liquid-Plumr rival
37 Jamaican music
genre
39 Something to
skip at the beach
42 Bollywood dress
44 Face cream
ingredient
46 Kenny G plays
one
47 Fiber-rich cereal
50 Hung on to
51 “Show Boat”
novelist Ferber
52 Roger with 17
Grand Slam wins
54 Shrinking Asian
lake
56 Scary bacteria
59 Downturn
60 Coffee break
treat
64 “Little Red Book”
chairman
65 Chipped in a
chip
66 Comics friend of
Nancy
67 Windup
68 Dallied (with)
69 Helped with
dinner cleanup—
or, a hint to the
relationship
between the starts
of 0-/17-Across
and 47-/30-
Across
DOWN
1 Dangerous reptile
in the Nile delta
2 Pol. convention
attendees
3 Rough up
4 Not susceptible
5 Laid-back sort
6 Push-up bra
feature
7 It may be
ﬁ nancial
8 Slopes headwear
9 Men of La
Mancha
10 Career for a sci.
major
11 Sets free
12 Once-a-year
bloomer
13 60-Across, for
one
18 Grammarian’s
concern
22 Explosive
experiment
24 Sellout signs,
brieﬂ y
25 Big mug
27 Holed up
28 NHL legend
Bobby
29 Well-matched
pair
31 No-way man?
33 “Tank Girl” star
Petty
36 Sounding stuffy
38 Winglike parts
40 Short rest
41 Ofﬁ ce contact no.
43 Really hot spot
45 No right __: trafﬁ c
sign
47 Software
installation info
ﬁ le
48 Rocky’s love
49 Loveliness
50 Swedish
currency
53 Digital greeting
55 Lovers’ clash
57 Taylor of “Mystic
Pizza”
58 One of the
Antilles
61 Alumna bio
word
62 Teacher’s deg.
63 Coal carrier
1/13/15
For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com
or download our
app!
01/13/15
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For solutions to
today’s puzzle,
go to
dailygamecock.com
or download our
app!
Need legal advice? Meet with an attorney for a FREE consultation
Current USC students can schedule appointments on Monday, 
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. by calling:
803-777-6611
www.sa.sc.edu/student-legal-services
Student
Legal Services
University of South Carolina Student Life
•Landlord-Tenant 
•Housing  
•Consumer Protection  
•Probate Law  
•Domestic Relations 
•Employment Law
This service is provided in partnership with South Carolina Legal Services and funded through the Campus Activity Fee.
sgtv.sc.edu
CAMPUS CHANNEL 4
See Yourself Here.
HOROSCOPES
@thegamecock
Aries 
It could get busy at 
work, interfering with 
plans to manage fi nances. 
Increase your prof its. 
Work together with your 
partner to bring home the 
bacon. There may be a 
choice to make. Support 
each other to handle 
everything.
Taurus
Abundance is available. 
Listen to a difference of 
opinion. A genius friend 
solves your technical 
problem. Lean on a gentle 
partner over the next few 
days. It’s getting easier for 
you to relax, and others 
want to contribute.
Gemini
Turn your attention 
toward work today and 
tomorrow. One good turn 
leads to another. Don’t 
give everything away. 
Unexpected k indness 
thaws a situat ion that 
appeared frozen. Ask for 
a bonus. Things may not 
go as planned.
Cancer
Get into a fun game 
today and tomorrow. 
Fantasize outside the box, 
in new directions. Things 
seem easier. Compromise 
is the default. A lucky 
break could shif t the 
odds. Stay intent and 
jump when the time is 
right.
Leo
Home priorities could 
interrupt work. Decrease 
obligations by delegating 
and rescheduling. Take 
a  moment  for  love . 
Recharge your batteries, 
and return to work later 
renewed. Include good 
food and company. Take 
care of yourself as you care 
for others.
Virgo
Work out your three-
minute elevator pitch. 
You’re gaining a creative 
advantage. Get the word 
out about your project, 
and money fl ows in. Keep 
meticulous files. Cut out 
the superfl uous and stick 
to basics. Networking 
grows community.
Libra
Work from home and 
generate extra prof it. 
Take advantage of a new 
income source, and say yes 
to generous offers. You’re 
look ing except ionally 
g o o d .  U n e x p e c t e d 
financial circumstances 
could provoke change. 
Dance with it gracefully. 
Share the wealth.
Scorpio
S t r e n g t h e n  y o u r 
i n f r a s t r u c t u r e  f o r 
communicat ions and 
project management. 
You’re  except iona l ly 
p e r s u a s i v e  n o w . 
U n e x p e c t e d  l o v e 
showers down. Smile 
and say “thank you.” 
Your heart overf lows. 
Abandon yourself to a 
sweet moment. Surprise 
someone with a kind word 
or gesture.
Sagittarius
Slow down and savor 
simple pleasures today 
and tomorrow, like peace, 
gentle music and candles. 
Rela x into romance. 
Meditate on love and 
discover it in unexpected 
p l a c e s .  O p t i m i s m 
increases. Listen to other 
opinions. You can get 
what you need.
Capricorn
H a v e  s o m e 
extraordinary fun with 
f r iends today. Socia l 
networking sparks new 
and exciting ventures. 
Make sure what you build 
is solid. Your status is on 
the rise, and so is your 
income. Make sure the 
crew gets paid.
Aquarius
Fort une favors the 
one who pushes career 
boundaries. Remain open 
to suggest ions.  New 
information dispels fears. 
Use your good judgment. 
There’s a test ahead. 
Humility and a sense of 
humor are worth a lot. A 
romantic moment boosts 
self-esteem.
Pisces
Study your passion. 
Decrease stress in every 
way possible. Seek love in 
exotic locales and discover 
it where least expected. Set 
long-range educational 
goals over the next two 
days. Get farther with 
help from a partner.
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JP West
@TDG_SPORTS
Gamecocks starting on the right track
Courtesy of Joseph Kepler
Anna Todd endured the fi ght to fi nish fi rst in the women’s 3K race.
The South Carol ina Track 
and Field team kicked off their 
2015 campaign in dominating 
fashion, by taking 11 events on at 
the Orange and Purple Classic, 
wh ich was held at  Clemson 
University.
For the Gamecocks, the day 
was highlighted by the return 
of 3-time All-American senior 
Clayton Gravesande.
Gravesande won the 400-meter 
dash (48.22) and ran second for 
the men’s 4x400 meter relay 
team, also composed of junior 
Jermaine Coll ier, sophomore 
Jussi Kanervo, and sophomore 
Ry a n  B er mudez .  T h i s  w i n 
managed to beat out Clemson 
by just a tenth of a second with a 
time of (3:15.04).
Perhaps the most impressive 
victory for the Gamecocks on 
Saturday was that of distance 
runner junior Anna Todd who 
took  home t he  gold  i n  t he 
women’s 3K race with a time of 
9:58.91, lapping the second place 
fi nisher in the process.
W h e n  a s k e d  a b o u t  t h e 
importance of this meet, head 
coach Curtis Frye said it would 
serve as a good barometer to see 
where the team was at physically 
after a long break.
“This meet is really a great 
meet for us as a staff to fi nd out 
what we have and then what we 
gotta do to compensate for what 
people can’t bring to the table,” 
Frye said. “And I’m excited.”
He also stressed that, unlike 
the shade of orange worn by the 
Tennessee Volunteers who were 
also competing this weekend, 
that when facing off against the 
shade of orange worn by the 
Clemson Tigers, it’s time to turn 
it up a notch.
“There is no comparison to 
seeing that Clemson orange line 
up beside you. It means a lot 
to this school and they have to 
understand that,” Frye said.
Other female winners on the 
weekend were junior Stephanie 
Berger in the 5K race (18:02.15), 
junior Tyler Brockington in the 
200m race (24.42) and senior 
Er i k a  Rucker  i n  t he  8 0 0 m 
(2:18.28). 
Rucker and Brockington were 
also part of the winning 4x400 
relay team, also composed of 
sophomore Precious Holmes 
and sophomore Briana Haith 
(3:41.27). Senior Megan Wall 
took fi rst place in the pole vault, 
clearing a height of 3.68m and 
junior Alexis Murphy won the 
triple jump, launching herself out 
to a distance of 6.11m.
The men’s side, which Frye 
said he believes to have more 
quality depth than the women’s, 
picked up one more win on the 
day from senior Kevin Keating in 
the 800m dash (1:57.01).
A l so  for  t he  men’s ,  f ou r 
second-place  f i n i she s  f rom 
the l ikes of f reshman Ty jon 
Williams, sophomore Richard 
Fish, freshman Isiah Moore, and 
freshman Gregory Chiles.
The Gamecocks’ next meet is 
the Virginia Tech Invitational in 
Blacksburg, Virginia, a two-day 
event beginning on January 16.
fi nishing fi rst and second in the 1000 freestyle with times of 9:13.50 and 9:13.63, 
respectively, achieving their personal records.
Freshman Nils Wich-Glasen took fi rst place in the 200 breaststroke and broke 
the pool record at Taishoff Aquatic Pavilion with his time of 1:58.91.
Senior Victoria Mitchell, a strong swimmer for the girls, tried to help the 
women’s team by winning both the 500 and 1000 freestyle.
Freshman Charlsie Reneski also had a solid swim, giving a strong comeback 
performance after being down for a while. Overall, the coaches were very 
pleased by these standouts and many others.
After the meet, the coaches looked for crucial mistakes. Moody said he felt 
he overlooked what the athletes could actually do. “I think for me as the head 
coach, I looked at their training and thought they would be at a different place in 
terms of how they would be able to race after going through the hard training.”
The coaches also said they saw a lack of intensity in their swimmers this past 
weekend, but said they feel working on this will help the team in the future.
“I think we need to work on our intensity. Every time we hit the water there 
needs to be a hunger to win,” Moody said. “Normally, they bring it to the table 
everyday, but it’s something we need to focus on and be better at.”
Moody said he is ready to prepare the team for the upcoming matches in the 
rest of the season.
“I think we need to learn from our mistakes last weekend where we lacked 
a little bit of the competitive nature,” Moody said. “We need to get up and be 
ready to race this weekend. We have to fi x the mistakes we made during the 
races, and as coaches we need to make sure people are in the right places in the 
right events. It’s just the little things; we didn’t do the little things well last week, 
and we need to do better at it this week.
The men are now 4-3 and the women 5-4 overall.
Next for the Gamecocks is a home conference match against Missouri Friday, 
Jan. 12 at noon.
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The Crimson Tide has allowed opponents to shoot just 41.2 percent 
against them, second best in the nation. 
“They guard you,” Martin said. “They don’t get out of the way. They don’t 
turn it over, so it allows their defense to always be in the way.”
In order to get back on track against the Crimson Tide, South Carolina 
will need for sophomore shooting guard Duane Notice to snap out of a 
mini-funk.
The Woodbridge, Canada native averaged 17.85 points per game during 
South Carolina’s seven-game winning streak, but Notice has failed to score 
in double-digits in both of the Gamecocks’ conference games while shooting 
only 23.5 percent. 
“I just got to keep my confi dence up, and stay in the gym, and stay on 
top of my game in terms of game planning, and playing within the system,” 
Notice said.
Also, sophomore small forward Sindarius Thornwell, one of South 
Carolina’s go-to players on offense, has been held in check so far in 
conference play, averaging only seven points per game through two SEC 
contests.
Meanwhile, the Gamecocks, who are giving up just 59.6 points per game, 
will look to continue their tough play on defense against a Crimson Time 
squad that has struggled to score at times.
Alabama is shooting only 44.7 percent from the fi eld while making just 
29.7 percent of its three-point shots. 
Senior shooting guard Levi Randolph leads Alabama with 15.3 points per 
game. 
South Carolina defeated Alabama 67-66 in the only matchup between the 
two teams last season. 
South Carolina will host Alabama (12-3, 2-0) in Colonial Life Arena on 
Tuesday at 9 p.m (ESPNU/WatchESPN).
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Just one week ago, the South Carolina men’s 
basketball team was playing some of its best 
basketball in recent memory. The Gamecocks 
were riding high, having won seven consecutive 
games, including a marquee win over then No. 9 
Iowa State. 
Things have quickly changed, though.
Seven days later, that same South Carolina 
team (9-5, 0-2) received a reality check of sorts 
following an 0-2 start to SEC conference play 
after losing a close game against Florida (72-68), 
and getting outplayed in a 65-49 defeat on the 
road against an Ole Miss team that nearly upset 
No. 1 Kentucky. 
“As connected as we were a week ago today, we 
are as disconnected,” South Carolina head coach 
Frank Martin said after his team’s loss to Ole 
Miss. “The complete opposite.”
Martin acknowledged that his team had a tough 
week, while also noting that perhaps his guys 
had become too confi dent during their winning 
streak.
“Everybody else is excited about league play, 
and our guys think that they’ve arrived because 
we’ve beat some other teams,” Martin said. “It’s 
frustrating.”
After losing consecutive games to Charlotte, 
and Akron in November, South Carolina was 
able to rattle off seven wins in a row, but it will be 
much tougher for South Carolina to bounce back 
from this losing streak now that the Gamecocks 
are in conference play.
Nevertheless, Martin’s team will try to get 
back to its winning ways against their upcoming 
opponent Alabama.
Unlike the Gamecocks, the Crimson Tide 
enters its trip to Columbia having played well as 
of late.
Alabama started off conference play with a pair 
of impressive double-digit victories over Texas 
A&M (65-44), and Tennessee (56-38). 
Like South Carolina, Alabama is a team that 
prides itself on its defense.
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Courtesy of Chelsea Carlson 
Women’s swimming and diving team’s Victoria Mitchell surpassed the competition against Duke and Harvard, winning the 500 and 1000 freestyle.
Claudia Chakamian
@TDG_SPORTS
Gamecocks only came to the 
surface of the competion in NC
Cody Scoggins/ THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Senior Tyrone Johnson is ready to have the home court advantage against Alabama. 
The men and women’s swimming and diving 
team traveled to Durham, North Carolina for a 
double duel meet with Duke University and Harvard 
University.
In an attempt to make a splash after a long day 
of competition, the Gamecocks fi nished with a 1-3 
record.
South Carolina earned a split decision against 
Duke, with the men winning 158-136, while the 
women fell to the Blue Devils 165-135.
The Gamecocks had a rough match against 
Harvard, with both the men and women losing 
180-120 and 154-146, respectively.
“I thought that in some areas we swam well,” head 
coach McGee Moody said. “I thought our distance 
swimmers performed very well and raced really 
hard, and I thought in some areas we weren’t as good 
as we should have been.”
Although they did not have the outcome they 
would have liked as a team, there were many 
individuals who stood out and performed well.
Both freshmen Akram Mahmoud and Tomas 
Peribonio gave strong performances in their 
distance events. They gave the team a strong start, 
Brennan Doherty
@TDG_SPORTS
SeeBAKSETBALLPAGE13
SeeSWIMPAGE13
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Federal lawsuit ﬁ led against Gov. Haley
Ed Madden named as City Poet Laureate
Cruise ship rescues overboard passenger
CORRECTIONS
If you fi nd an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let us know about it. Email editor@
dailygamecock.com and we will print the correction in our next issue.
A 22-year-old guest fell off of the Oasis of the Seas cruise ship off the coast of 
Mexico, WLTX reported. The Oasis is one of the world’s largest cruise ships and 
was on a seven-night cruise to the Western Caribbean when the guest fell overboard.
The Disney Magic, a Disney Cruise Line ship based out of Port Canaveral, Florida, 
spotted the Royal Caribbean passenger in the water as the Magic was approaching 
Cozumel, Mexico for a scheduled port-of-call stop.
Passengers and crew of the Magic worked together to spot the man, lower the 
lifeboat and get the man onboard the Magic. He was immediately transported to the 
Mexican shore for treatment.
The Royal Caribbean cruise line has not provided additional comments beyond an 
initial statement.
The incident raises questions on cruise ship safety and passenger monitoring.
— Lauren Shirley, Assistant News Editor
A federal class action lawsuit was fi led against Gov. Nikki Haley and Susan Alford, 
the appointed director of the Department of Social Services, regarding South 
Carolina’s child-welfare system, The State reported. 
Attorney Matthew Richardson, Children’s Rights and the South Carolina 
Appleseed Legal Justice Center, fi led the complaint on behalf of 11 plaintiffs, all of 
whom are children ages 2 to 17 and are in state care. 
Amongst the list of complaints, Richardson alleges the governor and Alford 
are responsible for three larger and overarching problems within the system: the 
shortage of foster homes, excessive caseworker caseloads and inadequate health care 
for children in state care.
According to The State, most of the cases detailed have been known for decades 
and the complaint fi led argues that the Department of Social Services neglected to 
fi x the issues, which, in turn, resulted in the lawsuit.
The children will sue Haley and Alford in an attempt to remedy longstanding 
concerns in foster care.
— Lauren Shirley, Assistant News Editor
Ed Madden was announced as Columbia’s first Poet Laureate, MidlandsBiz 
reported. He is as Associate Professor of English and the Director of Women’s and 
Gender Studies Program at the University of South Carolina. 
His fi rst readings as City Poet Laureate will be on Jan. 20, 2015 at the State of 
the City Address and Feb. 17, 2015 at the commemoration events for the 150th 
anniversary of the burning of Columbia.
As City Poet Laureate, Madden will have a chance to work with local schools, 
libraries, and writing groups. One Columbia will offer fi nancial support for Madden 
to host activities that promote and strengthen the art community in Columbia. 
Upon his acceptance of the position, Madden said, “I want to be a champion for 
poetry, language and the arts, and I want to use poetry to document the life and 
culture of the city.”
His offi cial presentation will occur Jan. 15, 2015. Madden will serve a four-year 
term that begins January 2015. 
— Lauren Shirley, Assistant News Editor
hammer being swung,” Bierbauer said. “Everything 
inside the Horseshoe walls is subject to special approval 
… No tree was harmed in the process of this thing.”
Bierbauer said he believes that the school’s new home 
will be a big step up from their current residence in the 
Coliseum.
“[The Coliseum]’s infl exible. It’s too small for the 
program we have,” he said. No matter how big the 
building is, the part we use is too small for us.”
The Health Sciences Building was originally 
about 40,000 square feet, and a new section has been 
added during this renovation to provide the School 
of Journalism and Mass Communications with extra 
classrooms and computer labs, in addition to special 
features they did not have before, such as a photo 
studio, a campaign room for advertising and public 
relations students and a small auditorium.
“This will nearly double our space … and it will be 
far more functional,” Bierbauer said. “In my thinking, 
it is a far better building than we would have built fi ve 
years ago.”
The construction also added a new entrance to make 
the building more convenient for students coming 
from the library or the university union. This entrance 
opens into a two-fl oor atrium, which will eventually 
feature a mounting frame for large screens that will 
broadcast student news.
“Part of the design is to show student work as much 
as possible,” Bierbauer said.
The design also mixed traditional and contemporary 
elements — for example, the original brick façade of 
the building is maintained, but high-tech elements such 
as a digital donor wall and an interactive kiosk of six 
screens in the entrance are added.
“We really like what they’ve done maintaining 
the integrity of the building and yet making it look 
contemporary,” Bierbauer said.
Another element that was not present in the school’s 
former home is an abundance of windows, which have 
been maintained from the original building.
“Some of our faculty will be blinded by the light 
when they come out from the underground,” Bierbauer 
said, referring to the darkness of the Coliseum. 
“There’s a lot of glass in the building to give it an open 
look as much as possible.”
The new building will be LEED certifi ed, in part 
due to the green roof, which provides a bird’s eye view 
of campus. The inside of the greenhouse, however, is 
being converted into a television studio.
Other features students majoring in a subject related 
to mass communications can get excited about include a 
newsroom, a TV control room and lounge areas.
The construction is currently on budget and ahead 
of schedule.
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The new building will include a photo studio, a campaign room and a small auditorium.
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To promote the health and well-being of 
all Gamecocks,  
our entire campus  
is tobacco-free.
Thank you for 
your compliance 
and support.
Are you ready to quit?  
Tobacco treatment programs are 
available on campus and in the 
community.
Not ready to quit? We’ll help you assess 
options and ﬁgure out the next steps.
Campus Wellness also offers tobacco 
treatment resources:
Students: 803-576-9393 
Faculty/staff: 803-777-6518
For information on the  
campus-wide policy and  
treatment options:
www.sc.edu/tobaccofreeusc
In support of Healthy Carolina 
Improving student success through healthy living
Tobacco Free
Come to an interest meeting & GET INVOLVED!
Check off all your New Year’s Resolutions at Student Media!
The University of South Carolina is an equal opportunity institution.
Russell House 343 • 803.777.3888
www.sa.sc.edu/studentmedia
Tuesday, Jan. 13
Russell House 202, 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 14
Russell House 202, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 20
Russell House 202, 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 21
Russell House 202, 6 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 27
Russell House 202, 6 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 28
Russell House 202, 6 p.m.
dailygamecock.com
Thursday, Jan. 22
Russell House 305, 8 p.m.
Monday, Jan. 26
Russell House 305, 9 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 27
Russell House 302, 8 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 28
Russell House 203, 9 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 21
Russell House 304, 8 p.m.
Thursday, Jan. 22
Russell House 305, 8 p.m.
Monday, Jan. 26
Russell House 305, 7 p.m.
Tuesday, Jan. 27
Russell House 322, 7 p.m.
(Senate Chambers)
sgtv.sc.edu
wusc.sc.edu
gandbmagazine.com
Tuesday, Jan. 20
Russell House 203, 7 p.m.
Wednesday, Jan. 21
Russell House 203, 7 p.m.
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Career Center to host 
Job Fair Prep Week, 
January 20th to 26th
The Spring Career Fest & Science, Engineering and Technology 
(S.E.T.) Fairs will be held January 27th at the Columbia 
Metropolitan Convention Center. 
    Attending a Career Fair is about more than collecting logo pens 
and post-it notes! You can see multiple employers all in one 
location, practice interviewing skills, and most importantly land 
interviews.  What are you doing to prepare?  
    Attend Job Fair Prep Week, January 20th to January 26th in 
the Thomas Cooper Library and Swearingen Career Centers.  
This will be an opportunity to particpate in mock interviews and  
receive tips for effective resume writing. It also allows you to 
network with leading industry experts BEFORE the Spring 
Career Fest & SET Fairs on January 27th.  
   This year’s format will focus on a different industry each day but 
is open to ALL majors.  For example, you do not have to be a 
business major to attend January 20th’s Business Industry Focus.  
    “This is a great chance for students to practice interactions with 
employers before the job fair and  prepare for the job search,” says 
Chris Lewandowski, Career Development Coach.  
   Job Fair Prep Week will also include two externships, half to full 
day group job shadowing experiences that can lead to internships, 
co-ops, or entry level jobs.  
     Rene Smyle, senior Public 
Health major, participated in an 
externship last year, and 
encourages her peers to do the 
same.  “The externship was  a    
great learning experience; I 
gained insight into what my ideal 
career will be. I found it very 
helpful and it was a great, no-cost 
opportunity.” To learn more 
about this year’s externship 
opportunities, log onto JobMate. 
     Get more information on Job 
Fair Prep Week, including a full 
schedule of events and a list of 
participating employers, at       
www.sc.edu/career/Events/JFPW.  
$tart $mart
There will also be a $tart 
$mart Workshop on Salary 
Negotiation & the Gender 
Wage Gap on January 22nd.   
Registration Required 
http://tiny.cc/StartSmartUSC
Time: 4-7PM; 
Location: Career Center, 
TCL, Level 5
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He believes the program can also help to inspire 
other states and communities to adopt a similar 
outreach program.
“The real value of this program is that it can be 
duplicated in any state,” Thomas said. “The problem 
of illiteracy is found throughout the nation. It has 
great potential for growth.”
“It is truly inspiring to be a part of a CRE team 
that is motivated to fix the problem of illiteracy 
in society,” Jory Fleming, second-year geography 
and marine science student and Cocky’s Reading 
Express volunteer, said.
“I had never really thought of the fact that I knew 
how to read. I took it for granted,” he said. “The 
kids that CRE visits may not have had the same 
experiences with reading that I did, and I think that 
CRE is crucial for reaching out to them. When 
you really think about it, life would be a continuous 
obstacle course for anyone who can’t read.”
Addison Barrack, third-year elementary education 
student, has seen the impact of Cocky’s Reading 
Express come to life through her involvement with 
the program.
“Each child makes a promise to Cocky to read 
every single day and goes home with their very own 
copy of a children’s book,” she said. “The program 
purchases popular books that are intended to nurture 
a love of reading in the children and encourage 
further reading, so support from corporations like 
BP allows us to continue passing out books at the 
end of the program that have the potential to impact 
a kid’s life.”
Through donations from companies like BP, 
Cocky’s Reading Express is able to reach even 
further and give the gift of literacy to students 
around the state.
“Cocky’s Reading Express has an actual impact on 
the lives of children who would otherwise not have 
access to books,” Barrack said.
Sonya Renee Taylor, a poet who 
focuses on themes about lov ing 
your body and other body conscious 
topics, will be coming for $5,000, 
although Carolina Productions will 
only be paying for $3,000 of the total 
cost. Alyssa Edwards of the drag 
world will be coming to Birdcage for 
$2,750.
Scola said a main focus for this 
semester is providing students with 
more time options as well as more 
opportunities for different types of 
students.
“We’re exploring trying to reach 
the entire campus community, since 
that’s our purpose,” Scola said. 
“I hope that this semester offers 
an array of different experiences 
for students, especially with two 
student competitions (comedy and 
USC Idol), a couple co-sponsorships 
we’re continuing and this new idea 
of music series.”
But Scola sa id t hat Carol ina 
Productions still has “some tricks up 
[its] sleeves.”
“By reserving some of our funds, 
we can still bring additional events 
to campus,” she said. “We still have 
a pretty full calendar, but there is 
always time for new opportunities if 
they arise.”
The CarolinaCard Offi ce will now 
be offering rewards to students for 
using Carolina Cash on campus.
“The CarolinaCard has offered 
students a safe and convenient way to 
make purchases from campus vendors 
for many years,” said Lynne Mack, 
manager of the CarolinaCard program, 
in an email. “To both thank students 
for their support and to encourage 
additional use of the CarolinaCard, 
Carolina Dining (Sodexo) and the 
Russell House Bookstore (Barnes and 
Noble) will be offering a variety of 
opportunities to reward students who 
use Carolina Cash for purchases.”
According to an email to students 
f rom t he Carol inaCard Of f ice , 
students requested the implementation 
of a rewards system.
Mack said that rewards will include 
complimentary food and beverage 
items, additional discounts for sales 
merchandise at the Russell House 
Bookstore and drawings for g if t 
cards to the bookstore. Vending item 
rewards may also be offered by Coke 
and Canteen.
© 2013 EveryoneOn
Find a free training class near you.
Text CONNECT to 30364 or call 1-855-EVRY1ON.
powered by
T&Cs and privacy policy: http://www.eprize.com/terms  Message and data rates may apply.
@thegamecock
Carolina Cash users receive campus rewards
Natalie Pita
@NATALIEPITA
Kamila Melko / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
According to the CarolinaCard oﬃ  ce, this new reward system was requested by USC students.
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TEXT FREETEXT TO 839-825
ENTER FOR YOUR
 CHANCE TO WIN 
You can opt out of SMS messages from the bookstore, Follett and its affiliates  at any time by texting 
STOP to 839-825. Text HELP for help. Msg&Data Rates May Apply. Up to 4 msgs/week. Supported 
Carriers: Alltel, AT&T, Boost Mobile, Cellcom, Cellular South, Cincinnati Bell, Nextel, nTelos, Sprint, 
T-Mobile, U.S. Cellular, and Verizon Wireless.
SPONSORED BY
RIGHT BOOK. 
RIGHT PRICE. 
RIGHT NOW.
ADDAM’S UNIVERSITY 
BOOKSTORE
152 Assembly Street
shop-uscstore.com
Plenty of FREE parking
coming soon...
brand new student housing at
PULASKI STREET & GREENE STREET
great 
location!
VISIT US TOD
AY
AT THE LEAS
ING TRAILER
  
(OFF PULAS
KI ST. LOCAT
ED ON DEVI
NE ST.)
GREENECROSSING.COM 
FACEBOOK.COM/GREENECROSSING
803 
799-2900
??Fully furnished
??Individual leases
??Private bedrooms 
& bathrooms
??Studio, 1,2,3 & 4 
bedrooms
??High-speed 
internet & cable 
w/HBO
??Granite kitchen 
counters
??Washer & dryer  
in each unit
??Locking bedroom 
doors
??Full kitchen w/ 
stainless steel 
appliances
Your space.
??Walk to campus 
and Greek 
Village in 
minutes
??State-of-the-art 
ﬁtness center 
Clubhouse with 
big screen tvs, & 
poker table
??Group study 
areas
??24 hr computer 
lab w/pc & 
printer
??On-site 24 hr 
maintenance
??Parking garage 
with direct-
building access 
available
??Elevator
??Secure access 
common 
hallways
??State-of-the-art 
movie theater
??Resort-style 
pool
Your community.
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In support of Healthy Carolina 
Improving student success through healthy living
Bring your USC ID and prescription insurance 
card with you as well as any discount cards you 
want to use. You will need a valid Government-
issued photo ID (state driver’s license or ID, 
military ID or passport) for all controlled-substance 
prescriptions and pseudoephedrine products.
Skip the wait for your 
prescriptions 
Receive notiﬁcations from the pharmacy by text, 
email or voicemail when they’re ready. Sign up 
now: www.sa.sc.edu/shs/rxupdate or ﬁll out the 
slip in the pharmacy.
Easy refills 
Visit www.sc.edu/myrxspace, use the PocketRx 
(Look for University of South Carolina PocketRx 
in the app store) app or call 803-777-4890 for 
reﬁlls.
Update your info
The pharmacy automatically sends a voicemail 
when your prescription is ready. Make sure we 
have the correct number on ﬁle by updating your 
information at www.sa.sc.edu/shs/rxupdate or ﬁll 
out the slip in the pharmacy.
Thomson Student Health Center
Pharmacy
Student Health Services
Park in the Bull Street Garage for free while 
you pick up your prescriptions.
Park free for up to 30 minutes; show the attendant 
your receipt.
Hours: M-F 8 a.m. - 5 p.m., Sun. 2-8 p.m., 
fall & spring; M-F 8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m., 
summer & breaks
Comparable pricing
Most prescriptions cost the same or less at 
our pharmacy as other retail pharmacies. Most 
prescription insurance co-pays are the same.
Like us: facebook.com/UofSCshs
Follow us: @UofSCshs my.sc.edu/emergency
RH BALLROOM
6 P.M. - 8 P.M.
TUESDAY, JANUARY 13, 2015
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In the season fi ve premiere of Workaholics, set 
to air Wednesday night, Ders, Blake and Adam 
head back to school as TelAmeriCorp recruits in a 
job fair. As is to be expected, Ders, the responsible 
one, ends up holding down TelAmeriCorp’s booth 
alone, as Blake and Adam set about campus for 
mischief.
Despite the university setting, the big focus 
of the episode is Adam’s neurotic obsession with 
pornography. The campus of North Rancho 
College that they visit happens to be where “24 
of his favorite 36” college-themed adult films 
were set. The depraved character has something 
of an endearing passion for smut, describing in 
vivid detail the distorted images that he deems 
“beautiful.”
The highlight of the episode is Adam getting 
schooled in the nuances of feminism. Allured 
to a women and gender studies lecture after 
spotting a student carrying a book titled “Female 
Sexuality,” Adam gets called to the front and cross 
examined about his glorifi cation of the adult fi lm 
industry. Breaking from the tried and tired genital 
jokes so often used in blue humor, this scene 
places depravity under a spotlight, with Adam 
Artie Braswell
@TDG_ARTS
Courtesy of Comedy Central
Adam, Blake and Ders head back to college in order to recruit undergraduates to TelAmeriCorp in the season opener of Workaholics.  
‘Bro’ comedy series tries feminism 
Writers’ picks: filmsbest of 2014
Jazz drums drive the tempo of Alejandro Gonzáles 
Iñárritu’s experimental comedy “Birdman.” The 
twists and turns around chic sets of a precarious 
theater production on Broadway will keep you on the 
edge of your seat. Theater director Riggan Thomson 
(Michael Keaton) is an erratic, unreliable narrator 
who manages to keep his cool generally amongst 
his actors just long enough before losing control 
to dark hallucinations in privacy. Thomson is also 
starring in his adaptation of a Raymond Carver short 
story, “What We Talk About When We Talk About 
Love.” Thomson’s producer Jake (Zach Galifi nakis) 
haplessly manages the unpredictable artist. Tensions 
develop further when star actor Mike Shiner 
(Edward Norton) comes on the scene — giving the 
play a breath of notoriety and Thomson an air of 
anxiety as his gorgeous but troubled daughter Sam 
(Emma Stone) solicits affection from Shiner. Keaton 
delivers a gem of a performance as the lead actor in a 
star-studded cast.
Belvin Olasov
@BELVINOLASOV
Erika Ryan
@RIKA_RYAN
Artie Braswell
@TDG_ARTS
Director Wes Anderson’s “The Grand Budapest 
Hotel,” could have been nothing more than 
a delightful trif le of a movie. The bulk of it is 
pure romp, as Monsieur Gustave (a foppish Ralph 
Fiennes) evades the murderous Dmitri Desgoffe und 
Taxis (Adrien Brody) through prison escapes and ski 
chases. But, though “The Grand Budapest Hotel” is 
the most energetic and immediately appealing movie 
of Anderson’s career, it’s framed with melancholy 
and littered with quiet moments of kindness and 
warmth. Fiennes is as excellent with Gustave’s 
humanizing moments as he is with Anderson’s 
offbeat comic timing, and the supporting cast of 
Anderson regulars are as colorful as ever. Anderson 
plays by his own rules, and “Grand Budapest” is 
as stylized and cute as any of his movies. But what 
makes the movie so vital is the affection and respect 
it shows to its buffoonish characters. Anderson 
makes cartoons, but he never fails to show their 
human side.
This summer, director Richard Linklater fi nally 
released his 12-year project to theaters and stunned 
audiences across the country. “Boyhood” is centered 
on Mason (Ellar Coltrane) and his family, starting 
when he’s six years old. Over the course of the 
movie, the gradual progression and growth of the 
characters fosters an intimate relationship with 
each character and the audience, making for a very 
convincing — but fi ctional — family. Aside from the 
intimate details portrayed onscreen that hit home 
for most viewers, the power of “Boyhood” comes 
from the idea that nothing is fi ction — Linklater 
was aiming to portray an American boy (and family) 
that could exist by tackling issues like divorce, abuse, 
relationships and growing up. “Boyhood” is dark, 
charming, realistic and overall touching. “Boyhood” 
doesn’t end with a specifi c climax and a clear image 
of Mason’s future. He’s portrayed like a photo in a 
darkroom — after all, he’s still developing.
SeeMOVIESPAGE8
SeePREMIEREPAGE9
Courtesy of Fox Searchlight Pictures Courtesy of IFC Films Courtesy of Fox Searchlight Pictures
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Student 
Health 
Services
University of South Carolina
Hours
8 a.m. - 5 p.m. M-F,
2-8 p.m. Sundays*
fall/spring;
8:30 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. 
M-F, breaks/summer
Learn more about
 our services 
& programs at
www.sa.sc.edu/shs
Medical Services:
General/primary care*
Women’s care*
Lab testing*
X-rays*
Immunizations
Travel consultations
Sports medicine & physical therapy
Pharmacy* (Transfer reﬁlls here!)
Administer allergy shots
First Responders (24/7 on-campus urgent care EMTs)
Counseling*
Visits with a psychiatrist
Mental Health 
Services:
Prevention & Advocacy Services:
Campus Wellness prevention and wellness programming 
(Includes nutrition appointments, stress management programs, 
exercise consultations, tobacco treatment programs, sexual health 
consultations & more)
Sexual Assault and Violence Intervention & Prevention (SAVIP) 
advocacy and prevention services (Victim advocacy, prevention 
programs and more. If you experience sexual assault, relationship 
violence or harassment and need support services, call USC police 
at 803-777-4215 and let them know you need to reach an SAVIP 
advocate. Advocates are on call 24/7.)
Healthy Carolina initiatives, programs and policy changes  
(Promotes health and wellness for a healthy campus environment 
through the collaborative development, promotion and assessment of 
policies, programs, services and initiatives)
In support of Healthy Carolina Improving student success through healthy living
Like us on Facebook: www.facebook.com/UofSCshs
Follow us on Twitter: www.twitter.com/UofSCshs
Career Center
 Let us make you 
#JobFairReadyGamecocks
Job Fair Prep Week
Thomas Cooper Library, Level 5
Phone: (803) 777-7280
  
College of Engineering and Computing Satellite
1A01 Swearingen Bldg. Phone: (803) 777-1949
@UofSCCareers
To see the full schedule of events, 
visit sc.edu/career/Events/JFPW
Network with experts from various industries 
while they review your resumes and answer all 
of your job fair questions! 
Featured companies include:
• ABB
• Blue Cross Blue Shield
• Boeing
• CDM Smith
• City Year
• Dollar General
• Fluor
• Goodwill Industries
• Grow Financial
• Hubbell Lighting
• Kohl’s
• Metso
• Mondelez International
• Mutual of Omaha
• Ross Stores
• SCANA
• SCDOT
• SEFA Group
• Shaw Industries
• Spartanburg Marriott
• Travelers
• United Cerebral Palsy of SC
• Vanguard
• Waffle House
• Wesco Trailers
$tart $mart 
Workshop
Gain practical knowledge 
about salary negotiations and 
the gender wage gap.
Jan. 22nd 
4:00 - 7:00 pm
Career Center, TCL, Level 5
* Registration is required for 
   this event: Jobmate ID #1855
January 20-26th
Kylie Tokar
@KYLIE_TOKES
Lauren Galida
@TDG_ARTS
Morgan Smith
@MORETHANMORGAN
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A story about love and endless possibility, Interstellar 
tells the tale of a selfl ess pilot and his journey through 
time and space. Regardless of the viewer’s knowledge 
of aerospace technology and potential time travel, 
this fi lm has a fantastic plot and an excellent cast of 
characters, making it a pleasure to watch for all ages. 
Matthew McConaughey stars as a father struggling 
to make moral decisions between his family and the 
greater good of all humanity. His performance as a 
passionate patriot is breathtaking, taking viewers on 
a roller coaster of emotions as the plotline intertwines 
with thorough science. For nearly three hours, the 
audience forgets that they are not themselves enveloped 
by the vast darkness of space faced with the impossible 
task of protecting the human race. The effects are 
marvelous, depicting stunning, planetary beauty, rifted 
by interpersonal turmoil. The characters will have you 
at times teary-eyed, astonished, outraged and in love 
simultaneously. This tremendous flick is by far the 
greatest fi lm of 2014.
“Into the Woods” is a beautiful rendition of a well-
known classic executed with breathtaking scenery and 
exquisite vocal performance. There was not a weak 
cast member vocally nor dramatically. A few of the 
more mature elements did not make the cut for this 
adaptation of “Into the Woods,” which communicated a 
more child-friendly vibe. The new, Disney-fi ed version 
stayed true to the authentic fairy-tale era and added 
Hollywood glam to some of the costumes. Even though 
the fi lm and play itself is divided into two seemingly 
never ending acts, you can’t help but continue to watch 
every fast-paced song and wonder how each character 
performs with upmost diction. This unconventional 
mix of fairytales is as close to a real life scenario as 
possible. Cinderella doesn’t end up with the prince, and 
several leading roles perish. This fairy tale pushes the 
boundaries of the stereotypical ideal of a fairytale — 
lives are lost and the series of events is unpredictable, 
which makes this musical fairytale less superfi cial than 
others. 
This action/sci-fi  fi lm starring Fantastic Four’s 
Chris Evans explores life after a global-warming 
experiment kills off the majority of the population, 
leaving the world completely frozen over. Survivors 
board the Snowpiercer, a train designed to travel 
the entire globe. However, the train develops a 
stratifi ed class order not unlike the one of our real 
world. When poor passengers begin to receive 
cryptic messages to revolt, they begin to fight 
their way to the front of the train where they see 
rich passengers living in opulence. The movie 
offers strong political metaphors for controversial 
topics such as the repression of the unprivileged 
in less-than-desirable conditions and their fight 
for change, against vicious, militant policing and a 
“preordained” society.  To fi nd out what happens 
when they reach the front of the train, pop in the 
DVD and get ready to experience a post-apocalyptic 
train ride. 
Courtesy of Paramount Pictures Courtesy of Walt Disney Studio Motion Pictures Courtesy of Radius-TWC
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112 Silo Court
Columbia, SC 29201
803.779.3280
scsuites.com
Private Bedrooms & Bathrooms + Furnished Apartments + Private Storage Closets 
Full-Sized Washer and Dryer + Electricity Included with Generous Cap + Cable TV  
High-Speed Internet + Trash Removal + 24 Hour Maintenance + Gated Community  
Individual Leases + Pool & Hot Tub + Hammock Garden + Sand Volleyball Court  
Basketball Court + Tanning Bed + Fitness Center
StadiumSuites
@StadiumSuites
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While I initially thought this would be 
a dry comedy about an unlikely friendship 
between a crotchety old man (Bill Murray) 
and his small fry grade school compadre 
(Jaeden Lieberher), St. Vincent was much 
more than that. Murray plays a father 
fi gure and babysitter to his new neighbor’s 
young son. While Murray’s character 
seems far from the ideal mentor—as a 
drunk and a gambler—he teaches the 
young boy many good morals like sticking 
up for yourself, albeit in unconventional 
manners. Among the humorous moments, 
St. Vincent is poignant, moving and 
explores the darker responsibilities of 
life, like divorce and accepting of death. 
Unpredictable and sweet, St. Vincent is 
no doubt going to be added to my DVD 
collection.
Kasey Meredith
@K_SEEEE
representing perhaps 
the most delusional 
embodiment of male 
perversion.
At the same t ime, 
Bla ke  i s  t r y i ng  to 
r e v i ve  a  long  lo s t 
passion for t heater 
a c t i n g  t h a t  h e 
o n c e  h a d  i n  h i g h 
s c h o o l .  L i m i t e d 
to  h i s  i n aut hent ic 
impersonation of an 
Australian, he f inds 
t he col lege t heater 
scene unwelcoming. 
H i s  f e e l i n g s  o f 
inadequacy and h is 
w a n d e r i n g s  ab o u t 
campus lead him down 
t he  road of  sex ua l 
e x p l o i t a t i o n  t h a t 
Adam is beg inn ing 
to understand more 
deeply.
All the while, Ders 
i s  l e f t  c o m p e t i n g 
with the U.S. Coast 
Guard for col lege-
a g e  r e c r u i t s .  H e 
i sn’t  succe s s f u l  i n 
enticing the students 
u nt i l  he t akes  jabs 
at  t he  of t- ig nored 
m i l i t a r y  b r a n c h . 
Q u e s t i o n i n g  t h e 
vague responsibilities 
of the Coast Guard, 
his barrage of cracks 
is only t rounced by 
the USCG’s dogged 
plot for humiliat ing 
revenge.
The episode posits 
the three part y ing, 
c o l l e g e - d r o p o u t 
telemarketers in the 
ser iou s  contex t  of 
sexism and converts 
their ignorance and 
p e r v e r s i o n s  i n t o 
sat ire. Adam’s porn 
fa sc inat ion i s  used 
t o  h i g h l i g h t  a n d 
scrutinize the brashest 
brand of misog yny. 
The only way to reach 
him, it appears, is to 
use that same language 
of misogyny against 
itself.
A s  f a r  a s  s ea son 
premiers go, this one 
rolls the debauchery 
r i g h t  o u t  o f  t h e 
bag. This season of 
Workaholics looks to 
hide nothing; no topic 
deserves sensit iv ity. 
A nd  for  b e t t e r  or 
wor s e ,  t he  l au g h s 
come out of dropped 
jaws and wincing eyes 
when bawdy  scene 
a f t e r  bawd y  s cene 
pr ick s  you r  f u n ny 
bone into discomfort.
W o r k a h o l i c s 
w i l l  p r e m i e r e  o n 
Wednesday night on 
Comedy Central at 10 
p.m.
FROMPREMIERE7 FROMPAGE8
@thegamecock
Courtesy of The Weinstein Company
